[J-GRID and SATREPS programs in Thailand].
Thailand-Japan Research Collaboration Center on Emerging and Re-emerging Infections (RCC-ERI) was established in 2005 as a research collaboration center cooperated by Research Institute for Microbial Diseases (RIMD), Osaka University and Department of Medical Sciences, Ministry of Public Health of Thailand. In addition, Mahidol-Osaka Center for Infectious Diseases (MOCID) was established in 2010, also as another research collaboration center cooperated by RIMD, Osaka University and Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol University. Epidemiological and basic studies on human pathogenic viruses have been conducted in RCC-ERI and MOCID. In this report, brief overviews of the research activities of both centers, as well as the phenotypic studies on the envelope glycoproteins of HIV-1 Thai strains that have been performed at RCC-ERI, are presented. SATREPS is a Japanese government program by the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) and the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) that promotes international joint research targeting global issues. Our research group at RIMD have collaborated with the Ministry of Public Health - National Institute of Health (NIH) and Mahidol University in Thailand from 2008 as a four-years project. Our aim on this collaboration is to generate human monoclonal antibodies neutralizing infectious viral agents, hopefully to apply them to clinical field as "therapeutic antibodies". Here we introduce our trials in this project, especially on the generation of human monoclonal antibodies against dengue virus as well as against influenza virus that have been performed as collaboration between Thai and Japanese research groups.